
Beaded Angel 

Materials 

 18-gauge silver-plated wire 

 20-gauge silver-plated wire 

 24-gauge silver-plated wire 

 Red seed beads 

 Clear seed beads 

 Pliers 

 Wire cutters 

Instructions 

1. Cut a piece of 18-gauge wire to approximately 5 inches in length. 

2. Grasp one end of the wire firmly with a pair of pliers and begin twisting the wire so it coils 

in on itself. Leave the final inch of wire coming straight down off the bottom of the coil. 

Set the coil aside. 

3. Cut a piece of 20-gauge wire to approximately 9 inches in length.  

4. Bend this piece of wire into the shape of a triangle. Set aside. 

5. Cut two more pieces of 20-gauge wire, each to approximately 9 inches in length. 

6. Bend these pieces of wire into oval shapes. Pinch one end of each oval in slightly to 

narrow the tip to become wings.  

7. Wire the other end of each wing onto the top sides of the triangle, twisting the wire tightly 

to hold them in place.  

8. Cut two pieces of 24-gauge wire to approximately 14 inches in length.  

9. Bend one end of each wire into a small loop and fill up each wire with clear seed beads. 

Secure the other end of each wire by bending it into a small loop. 

10. Wrap the bead-covered wire around each of the wings in a zigzag pattern. 

11. Cut a piece of 24-gauge wire to approximately 36 inches in length. 

12. Bend one end of the wire into a small loop and fill the wire with red seed beads. You 

may wish to sprinkle a few clear beads in as well, randomly. Secure the other end of the 

wire by bending it into a small loop. 

13. Wrap the bead-covered wire tightly around the triangle body of the angel, keeping each 

pass of the beads tightly up against one another.  

14. Insert the long wire end of the coil head down into the bead-covered body of the angel, 

pushing the wire end between the bead-covered wire strands to hold it in place. 
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